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New uncomfortable revelation has just ruined the image of the supposed North American democracy.   

Thus wrote last Friday the journalist Roberto Casín in The New Herald whose article was named: THE MARIA
RAMOS’S KITTEN.   

At some point in his text he refers the scandal of the electoral agreement between Hillary Clinton and the
Democratic Party.

He added: "nobody with an ounce of self-respect endorses the old stereotype that some belong to the party of the
rich and others to the party of poor."   

In his writing he asserted that the dividing line of money between Republicans and Democrats, if there was ever
one, has already vanished.   

Casín added that certain honest voices among democrats admit that the concept is obsolete and that the party has
been disconnected from the minds and hearts of the country.   

He said that the great ethical slap has just been delivered to the puritans of the politics of the former presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton, after the former chairman for the Democratic National Committee, Donna Brazile revealed
in a book the existence of a secret agreement between her and highest echelon of the party that confirms the
suspicions of Bernie Sanders‘s followers regarding the blockade to his nomination as democrat candidate for the
White House last year.   

According to the pact, undersigned in August 2015, in exchange for helping the Committee to collect funds, Clinton
obtained a huge control of the party machinery. The money in control, and it won't be illegal – claim the lawyers -
although goes beyond the boundary of vile and immoral.   
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And finally the Herald journalist meant that from now on the lady won't be able to do what María Ramos kitten does,
throwing the stone and hiding the hand. Neither begs to the universe of her admirers to blindly believe in her.   
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